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Section 1 :A polynomial thne algorithm for Xi E Z} where bl,b2; .... bk are independent vectors it, ~". It ia said to be generated by the vectors bt,b2,...,bk which form a basis for the lattice. The lattice is denoted L(bi, b2,..., bk). At, important result we need is the Lenstra, Lcnstra and Lowlsz (1982) basis reduction algorithm. We will only state tile consequence of their algoritlmt used in this paper.
Theorem 0 : There is a polynomial time algorithm which on input bl, b~,... ,bk independent vectors in .Q" produces a basis vt, v2,..., v~ for L ~ L (b~, b2,..., b~) such that v~ has length at most 2 (~-1)/2 .A'cL) where Ai(L) is the length of the shortest nonzero vector in L. Now we are ready to describe the idea behind our main result. Suppose upper bounds n atttl M on the degree and height respectively of an algebraic number c~ are known. Then we show that a sufficiently close rational approximation ~ of m enables us to determine the minimal polynomial say h(x) of ~. Note that a is it, general complex. Thus ~ has rational rcal and imaginary parts and In-?-/I is small.
Suppose the degree Of h(x) is m,m < n. We try the values of m = 1, 2,... n in order.With m fixed we dellnc for each positive constant e, the lattice Lc it, )~mt3 generated by bo,bl,...,bin which arc the rows We run the basis reduction algorithm on bo, bt,..., bm to get a reduced basis. Suppose ~ is the first vector of this basis and v(x) tile corresponding polynomial. Then by the strong separation we must have v(a) .= O, (see theorem 0) titus h is a factor of v and since dog(w) _< de~(h),~ ,n~st be a scalar .,u~tiple or ~.
Ilence of course we cat, infer h(x) from v(x).( Though this is ~ not necessary, in fact v must equal ±h since belongs to the basis of Le of which h is an element~.) The e needed will be a large integer, depending on m and M andhaving polynomially many bits. llere, is a short intuitive description of how the strong separation The uniqueness is shown as follows :
But 9 and h arc relatieely prime; hence g must divide (a-hi). This means that either the degree of (a-a I) is at least l or a-a I is zero. Tiros we must have a~a I and hence b=b I.
We now proceed as follows: we bound [b(a)[ from ahove -i.e., show that it is at most some P. Then we substitute ot for x in (1.6) to get 19(a)[ =-t/jb(~*)l _> ..., So, ..., bo) T. Then (1.6) can be written as a sy:~tem of equations in the unknowns al-l,at-2,...,ao, bk-l,bk-2, ...,bo as follows :
Syt(h, g)X = e
where Syl(h,g)" is a suitable el+k) X el+k) matrix whose entries are the cocllleients of 9 and h. which is a statement that c~ and fl cannot be too close. This kind of separation result also holds if they are conjugates, though we do not need this for our purposes. By proposition 1.4,
using the upper bound on c which was chosen so that this inequality hohls . Thus,
I~1 ~ > :l~(~)l~ > :l(M0~-~2
~m'+~-') _> 2'n(21~/2) using the lo,,ver bound on c. Thus we have proved (I.I0) and lemma (1.8) follows after checking the m = 1 case by hand. The question naturally arises : Is the converse of the theorem true ?, i.e., if the procedure above returns a polynolnial then can one show that there is an algebraic nunibcr of degree at most d and height * not, nluch larger than M in the neighbourlmod of the given complex rational ~ ? The answcr is a qualilicd yes. We can show that there is such an algebraic in a larger ncighbourhood of (~) than the sphere of radius Thug we have a weak converse to the theorem : if !,he procedure returns a polynomial v(x), then one of the roots of this polynomial is at distance at most 1/(M423d) front ~.
Section 2 Ramiflcatlons
The algorithm of tile l;ust section can be interpreted as saying the following : polynomially many bits of an algebraic number are sufficient to specify it completely. (polynomial in the number of |)its needed to write down its minimal polynomial) In a vague sense then the bits of algebraic number are not random, but are complctdy determined by the first polynomially many bits. We will not make this sense very precise here-the cryptography papers referred to below undertake this task, but we will attempt to provide an intuitive description of why the results of the previous section show that the bits of algebraic numbers are not "(secure) pseudo random" bits in the tcrmlnology of cryptographers.
The question is trivially answered if we omlt the phrase "and height not much larger than M" because ~ itself is an algebraic number of degree at most 2 since it has rational rcitl and imaginary parts: say ~ = p/R + V~-fq/R, p, q, R 6 Z , then it satisfies the polynomial R2z 2 -2pRx-i-p2 + q2 it polynom|al of hclght 20{ds+dl°gM) much larger than M"
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The question of when a (i, lin ite) ~quence of "lilts" (O's and I's) is ra.dom has I)een raised for a long tilne and various re:monable definitions have bee, provided. Since any such seque.ee may be considered to be the binary expansion of a real number between 0 and 1, a rewording of the question is : whe~, are the bits of a real number random? (the phr:gs~e "tile bits of a real number " will mean tile zero ~le sequence that follows the point, in the binary expansion of the number -i.e., tile binary expansion or the [factional part of the number). Tile classical definition wan provided by Borel (1909) . While we do not give this definition in full rigour, the gist of it follows :dt¢:6ne a real number a to be normal with respect to the base £ if for any natural number k each of the 2 k 0-| strings of length k occur with equal probability in the bits of c~. A similar definition can be made foe other bases. It was not difficult to show that most real numbers are normal. It was shown later that the real number a0 which equals the infinite decimal .123456789101112 ...... (whose digits are obtained by juxgaposing the digits of integers 1,2,3,4... ) is normal to the base 10 (Champernowne (1933)). Copeland and ErdSs (1946) generalised tiffs to any bases and a class of reals including a0 and a, = .12357111:1,17 ..... ~hose digits are obtained by juxtapo.qing the digits of successive primes. An excellent discussion of the various classical definitions of when a sequence is random appears in Knuth "The art of computing " Vol2 See 3.5.
In several applications related to computer science one would like a notion of randomness that implies some kind of unpredictability The importance of this for cryptography as well as complexity theory is discussed in Blum and Micali (1982) and Yao (1982) . Some other relevant papers related to this discussion are Goldwasser, Micali and Tong (1982) and Goldreich, Goldwasser and Mieali (1984) . Of course tim bits of the real number or0 are eminently predictable, thus intuitivcly normalcy does not sccm to be a good criterion for randomness in this setting. Besides this objection, there is another-we cannot really define randomness for one single rerd number and still hate unpredictability. The model we have in mind is one where a player A presents a player B with some bits of a.real number and B is trying to predict the next bit. If there is one fixed real B can compute the bits as fast as A can and all bits are clearly predictable. So we will have to consider a set of numbers. Tile simplest *set is the set of rationals. Blum, Blum and Shub (1982) have shown the following : If A announces that lie is givi.g out the bits of a rational with de.omi.ator at most 11 then after seeing 2.log211 lilts of the rational, B can figure out its fractional part and thus compute the other bits in poly,mmial time. Since A needed at lem~t logl[ bits to store the rational, he cannot get a pseudo random sequence of le,gth more than a constant (2) times the length of the "seed" .
The main result of the last section may be rest~cd as follows :
if A announces that he is giving the bits o/ an algebraic number which is the root of an irreducible primitive polynomial of degree d or leas with integer coe,Uieients each of magnitude at most H, then after seeing O(d2 + d. log211) bits, B can compute in deterministic polynomial time the polynomial and hence find for antt m, the mth bit of the algebraic number in time polynomial in the data and m.
Intuitively our result can be interpreted as saying that the bits of algebraic numbers cannot form very long pseudo random sequences because after seeing a, number of bits that is polynomial in the length of the seed (the seed in this ease would be tile polynomial held by A) the sequence can be easily and uniquely inferred. As mentioned earlier, the question of whether this can be done was first raised by M.Blum (private communication) who foresaw the importaoce of the notion of predictability.
Observe that if a :is an algebrraie .number, so k' aeCa) (if a = a + x/':Tb, ~, b e ~, then a -,vCSTb is also a root of the minimal polynomial of ~x and hence their average .~-Re(a) is algebraic.) Titus of course the bits of the real part or just the imaginary part of an algebraic number are not pseudo random. One other technique one might use to increase security is to omit tim first few (polynomially many) bits of o~ and start giving out the sequence after that. But note thai; if s bits have been omitted the resulting sequence of bits represents (or-p/2S)2 * for some integer p between 0 and 2' and is again an algebraic of bounded degree and height. So cvcn if a is not announced, the sequence is still not pseudo random, llowever, we are not able to prove that operations like taking the exclusive or of tim bits of two algebraic numhers or giving the alternate bits of one produecii),redietable sequenega because these do not seem to'natural-opcrations on algebraic numbers.
?umther ramification of tim result of the last section is final computations involving algel)raic vmmbers can l)e done in a natural way by represewl,ing algebraic numbers by suitable rational approximations. The traditional representation of algebraic numbers is by their minimal polynomials .(ace for example Traeger(l!176)) We ,low know an ellleient method of converting the rational approximation representation to the minimal polynomial representation . (The conversion in the direction is accomplished by well known root finding algorithms -in the main using Newton iteration.) While it is not hard to see that computations in either representation can bc changed to computations in the other without loss of efllciency (the running time will not change by more than a polynomial), the rational approximation method is closer to the intuitive notion of computation. For this reason we briefly sketch as all example a polynomial time algorithm for finding a primitive element (see definitions below) of the rationals extended by two algebraica. (Landau and Miller (1983) give a polynomial time algorithm for the same problem as part of their algorithm for testing solvability .)
First we remark that if a and fl are two algebraic numbers, thcn given sufliciently close approximations to both, we can find the minimal polynomial of fl over We can turn the problem of finding the pij (i.e., the problem of finding the minimal integral dependance of the atiflj, i = 0 to d-1 and j = 0 to m) into a lattice problem in exactly the same way as we turned tile problem of finding the minimal integral dependance of o~ i,i = 0 to m into a lattice problem in the last section. In the interest of space we do not elaborate.
Suppose at is algebraic over ~ of degree d and/9 is another algebraic number whose degree over Q [at] is m. The field obtained by adjoining at, fl to the rationals denoted Q[a, fl] is the set of all complex numbers expressible as polynomials in at and fl with rational coeilicients. It is known that this lickt has a primitive element 7 -i.e., an element 7 with the property that Q[°~,fll = Q[T] and indeed that "1 = a + lfl where l is a nommgative integer less than rod. It is also easy to see that if the degree of a + lfl is dra over ~Q then it must equal Q[tx, fl]. Thus we can use the algorithm or the last section to find the degree of at + lfJ over Q given sullleiently good approximations to t~ and fl for l ~ O, l,...din given sullicicntly close approximations to a and fl and thereby find the primitive elemeut. It would be interesting to c~k~t the entire algorithm for testing solvability by radicals into one that deals with explicit approximations to the algebraic numbers involved.
Transcendental numbers
The same technique can be applied to transcedental numbers of tile form cos-1 a, Mn-t at, loges etc. where a is an algebraic number, rr is included in this class since it is the principal value (i.e., tile value belonging to tile interval (0,Tr]) of cos-tl.
Suppose fl is the principal value of cos-la for stone unknown at, which is , however , known to be algebraic of degree and height at moat d and M respectively. The question is can we infer (in deterministic polynomial time ) tile minimal polynomial of ct from an approximation /~ of fl ? We show that if IF-fll is at moat e = 2 -(2d2+3d+4dl°gaM+l) , this can indeed be d°ne-The argument is as follows :
IF-1 <_, Ico,,(p)-o (Y)l
_< e(Maz{y between fl and _< (The first inequality is from elementary calculus and the last inequality follows from the Fact that the derivative of cosine is sine which is at most 1 in absolute value at all points.) Thus we have shown that a good approximation to fl gives us a good approximation to at = coaCfl). This can be utilised only if we can compute cos(F ) at least approximately. To do thla we employ tim Taylor series expansion of the cosine function and the argument that the tail of the series is small once we consider several terms of the series. 
1~(~)-c°~(fl)l--< 2,.
Thus we can compute in polynomial time from ~ an approximation 5/ to the unknown algebraic number ot such that I -al _< = 2 -(2d2i-3dl'ldt°g~M) . Now theorem 1.11 guarantees us that we can find the minimal polynomial of ot in polynomial time .
Clearly, tile argument is simple enough that it can be extended to the inverse of any function (like the cosine function) which has two properties : it is absolutely continuous and given an argument the approximate value of the function can be computed fast -i.e., for any natural number s we can compute the value of the function at the argument to accuracy 2 -° in time polynomial in s and the number of bits in the argument. The exponential function, sine function, hyperbolic sine and cosine functions, etc. when restricted to a finite interval (note that we need such a restriction for absolute continuity of the exponential function) have both these properties and thus the argument can be applied to them. At present the only interesting consequence of these results is the statement that tile bits of reals of the form cos-Is, sin-ta, logvt" where a is algebraic do not form a pseudo random sequence under a definition similar to the last section.
Section 3 Fact0rlzatlon of polynomials
In this section we describe an algorithm to factor polynoatials over the intcger:J in polynomial time. The lirst polynomial time algorithm for this was provided in Letmtra, Lenstra and Lovhsz i1982). As described in the abstract our :algorithm is conceptually simple -we find the roots of the given polynomial to a certain accuracy using Newton iteration (sec for example Schhnhage i1982) ) and then find the minimal polynomial of the roots using the algorithm of the last section. These must then be the irreducible factors of the given polynomial. Rabin i1979, section 3) first used such an idea to factor over finite fields where it is possible to find tile *Complex numbers of the form logs where c~ is a algebrale number (~ O, 1) cannot be algebralc -this follows from the famous theorem of A.Baker (on log linear forms} who showed that ~0 "1-~l This we note is the same ms the complexity of the first polynomial time factoring algorithm due to Lenstra, Lenstra and Lovgsz (their theorem 3.6).
